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SIMPLIFY 
YOUR 
COMPLIANCES

 

Avoid Interest, penalty and

other consequences of non-compliances.

Ensure timely completion.

CALL :  080-46522888

Web 

Based

Unlimited

Entities

Rs. 5,999

Yearly*

*Upto 5 users. Rs. 1000 for per user thereafter

Sign up for

30 days

Free

Trial



Pre-defined Compliances 

Common compliances for income-tax, GST,

PF, ESIC, MCA and PTax are pre-defined

Proactly also manages date extensions of

such compliances.

 

Maker/ Checkers for each compliance

Assign each compliance to a maker

Optionally assign a compliance to a checker

for approval for critical compliances

Simple workflow for approving/ rejecting

compliane completion

Create Compliances  & Internal Tasks

Create your own compliances for other

domains like SEBI, Stock Exchange etc with

flexible frequency : monthly, quarterly etc.

Define recurring and one-time internal tasks

like Stock taking, vendor reconciliation,

Lease renewals, utility payments, license.

Real time graphical dashboard

On-time, Delayed and Overdue

Compliances with drilldown report

Upcoming compliances for next 7 days

Overdue compliance ageing

Trends to complete work on the last day
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Reminders and Escalation

Each user gets daily email for Overdue and

Upcoming compliances

Admin gets daily email for overdue , falling

due today and tommorrow across all users

Reminders automatically stop upon

completion 

Completion Proof 

During completion proof document like

challan, acknowledgement is uploaded by

the maker

This comes handy during audits and while

replying to legal notices, which come after

several years.

Proof upload can be made mandatory or

optional at compliance level.

Analytics and Crowd-sourcing

Data analytics to improve compliance level

and efficiency in the organisation

Crowd sourcing of compliances across

several domains like Environmental laws,

labour laws suggesed by Proactly users
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Client Module ( for professionals )

Attach client email ID to entity/entities

Upon completion of a compliance ( or

approval by checker ) auto email to client

with details of completion and proofs

Can be used to track pending billing
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Data Security

Application hosted on Amazon EC2 Servers

and data on Amazon S3 Servers

Secure data transfer using https protocol.

Rated A+

Protected against DOS Attacks

Automated daily backups

 

Proactly is developed by Mumbai based Tech Ideas computer

systems pvt ltd ( earlier known as Fast Facts ). After selling its

tax product business in 2012 to Thomson Reuters, the company

is now re-starting product business with Proactly

 

Proactly is sold and supported in India by Bangalore based

Systech Software Pvt Ltd. Systech has been serving over 2000

clients since 1995 with a host of solutions and services in the

area of accounting, tax and compliance

 


